“OPALE” WAISTCOAT
yarn MEMPHIS
YARNS
ADRIAFIL YARNS
MATERIALS
• 200 g. Memphis yarn in bright green no. 73
• knitting needles nos. 4 and 41/2
• knitting mill for elastic rib
• tapestry needle
SIZE: 40 (42-44)
PATTERN STITCHES
Elastic rib (beg. and end)
K1/p1 rib stitch
Purled stitch
Lace stitch: follow chart.
Knit st. to trim the elastic rib
GAUGE
10 x 10 cm. worked with knitting needles no. 41/2 in lace st. =
23 sts. and 24rows.
ESECUZIONE
Back: with knitting needles no. 4 cast on 81 (93-105) sts. and,
for the border, work 4 rows in elastic rib, then cont. in k1/p1 rib
st. When work measures a total of 2.5 cm. cont. with knitting
needles no. 41/2 in lace st. following the chart. At ends incr. 1
st. every 8 rows 5 times. When work measures a total of 20
(22-23) cm. from border, to shape the sleeve holes decr. at ends, inside 2 sts., 2 sts. every 4 rows 5 (6-7) times, 1 st. after 4
rows. When work measures a total of 21 (22-23) cm. from beg. of sleeve holes, to shape the shoulders cross off at ends 5 (6-7)
sts. twice and, at the same time, to shape the neckline cast off the 43 (47-51) centre sts. and end the two parts separately
crossing centrewise another 3 sts. after 2 rows.
Right front: with knitting needles no. 4 cast on 34 (39-44) sts. and work the border in same way as back. Cont. with knitting
needles no. 41/2 in lace st. following the chart. On left
of work incr. 1 st. every 8 rows 5 times. When work
Lace stitch
measures a total of 5 (6-7) cm. from border, to shape
Row 43 rep. from row 1
the neckline decr. on right of work 1 st. every 2 rows
17 (18-19) times. When work measures a total of 20
(22-24) cm. from border, to shape the sleeve hole
cross off on left of work 4 sts., then decr., inside 2 sts.,
2 sts. every 4 rows 4 (5-6) times. When work measures
a total of 21 (22-23) cm. from beg. of sleeve hole to
slant the shoulder, on left of work, work in same way
as back.
Left front: work to match right front.
Border: with knitting needles no. 41/2 cast on 132
(139-146) sts. and work 6 rows in elastic rib, then cont.
in knitted stitch. When work measures a total of 5 cm.
cast off all the rem. sts.
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MAKE UP AND FINISH
Sew up the shoulder. With knitting needles no. 4 pick
up 119 (125-131) sts. along each sleeve hole and work
4 rows in k1/p1 rib st. and 4 rows in elastic rib, equal
to 2 cm.; bind off stitches with tapestry needle. Sew
the border along the neckline of each front and along
the back neckline leaving the elastic rib border on the
outside. Sew up the sides. With the knitting mill work
two 150 cm. elastic ribs and braid them into the border
of the front and back neckline; insert the elastic ribs
parallel to each other, picking up and skipping 6 cm. of
the border (see photo).

Lace stitch
Row 43 rep. from row 1
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1 double decrease
Each square corresponds
to 1 st. and row

